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Abstract 
The present paper considers the effects of introducing inaccuracies in a learner’s environment 
in Gold’s learning model of identification in the limit. Three kinds of inaccuracies are con- 
sidered: presence of spurious data is modeled as learning from a noisy environment, missing 
data is modeled as learning from incomplete environment, and the presence of a mixture of both 
spurious and missing data is modeled as learning from imperfect environment. 
Two learning domains are considered, namely, identification of programs from graphs of 
computable functions and identification of grammars from positive data about recursively 
enumerable languages. Many hierarchies and tradeoffs resulting from the interplay between the 
number of errors allowed in the final hypotheses, the number of inaccuracies in the data, the 
types of inaccuracies, and the type of success criteria are derived. 
An interesting result is that in the context of function learning, incomplete data is strictly 
worse for learning than noisy data. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the scenario in which a subject is attempting to learn its environment. At 
any given time, the subject receives a finite piece of data about its environment, and 
based on this finite information, conjectures an explanation about the environment. 
The subject is said to learn its environment just in case the explanations conjectured 
by the subject become fixed over time, and this fixed explanation is a correct 
representation of the subject’s environment. Computational learning theory provides 
a framework for the study of the above scenario when the subject is an algorithmic 
device. The above model of learning is based on the work initiated by Gold [ 141 and 
has been used in inductive inference of both functions and languages. We refer the 
reader to [l, 4,9, 19, 151 for background material in this field. 
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In this paper we consider the effect of inaccuracies in the data presented to the 
learner. In the context of linguistic development, children likely receive ungrammati- 
cal sentences and may not receive some sentences. However, these inaccuracies do not 
seem to influence the outcome of linguistic development. Similarly, in the context of 
scientific discovery, the business of science progresses despite experimental errors and 
unfeasibility of performing certain experiments. 
In this paper, both for identification of functions and languages, we consider the 
effects of having inaccuracies in the input data. We show a hierarchy based on the 
number of inaccuracies present in the input data. We also show tradeoff results based 
on the amount and type of inaccuracies present. Osherson et al. [19] and SchCfer- 
Richter [25] have also considered inaccurate information in the above model of 
learning. 
We consider three kinds of inaccuracies that could creep into natural environments 
of learners. 
l Noisy data: Ungrammatical intrusions into the language presented to a child is 
a very reasonable assumption about a child’s environment. Similarly, experimental 
error caused by a faulty equipment could result in spurious data that is not 
representative of the reality under investigation. 
l Incomplete data: Natural linguistic environments may omit sentences from the 
ambient language, and it is possible that a child’s learning function can identify 
a natural language despite the systematic omission of sentences from its environ- 
ment. Similarly, some experiments cannot be performed either due to technological 
limitations or due to ethical considerations. 
l Imperfect data: Most natural linguistic environments are likely to be victims of 
both ungrammatical intrusions and omission of sentences from the ambient lan- 
guage. Such environments that contain a mixture of noisy and incomplete inaccur- 
acies are referred to as environments with imperfect data. Similarly, in most 
experimental investigations, the inaccuracies are a mixture of both noisy and 
incomplete data. 
The three kinds of inaccuracies discussed above yield three kinds of information 
sequences - noisy, incomplete, and imperfect. However, a further distinction is made 
based on whether the number of inaccuracies in the input is finite or infinite. In this 
paper we only examine the case where inaccuracies are finite in number. 
It should be noted that the inaccuracies discussed here model spurious data and 
unavailability of data; they do not say anything about situations like “data is correct 
within 10% of actual value”. 
2. Preliminaries 
2. I. Notation 
Recursion-theoretic concepts not explained below are treated in [24]. N denotes the 
set of natural numbers, (0, 1,2,3, . . . }, and N+ denotes the set of positive integers, 
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{1,2,3 ,... }.Thesymbols@,~, E, ~,a, 1 , respectively, denote, empty set, mem- 
ber of, subset, proper subset, superset and proper superset. 
Unless otherwise specified, e, i, j, k, 1, m, n, r, s, t, w, x, y, z, with or without decora- 
tions,’ range over N. * is a nonmember of N satisfying (Vn E N) [n < * c co]. a and b, 
with or without decorations, range over N vi*}. 
A, S, P, X, with or without decorations, range over subsets of N. D ranges over 
finite subsets of N. card(P) denotes the cardinality of P. So then, “card(P) 6 *” means 
that card(P) is finite. min(P) and max(P), respectively, denote the minimum and 
maximum element in P. We take min (8) to be co and max(@ to be 0. 
Let Ax, y. (x, y) denote a fixed pairing function (a recursive, bijective mapping: 
N x N + N) [24]. Ax, y. (x, y) and its inverses are useful to simulate the effect of 
having multiple argument functions. x1 and z2 are corresponding projection func- 
tions, i.e., (Vx, y) nl ((x, y)) = x A 7r2 ((x, y)) = y]. (.;) can be extended to n-tuple 
C.7 . . ...> in a natural way. 
q and r range over partial functions. For a E N u{*>, q1 =‘q2 means that 
card((xlqi(x) # r72(x)}) < a. In this case we also say that q1 is an u-variant of q2. 
domain(q) and range(q), respectively, denote the domain and range of partial function 
q. graph(q) denotes the set ((x, q(x)) 1 x E domain(q)}. 
W denotes the class of all recursive functions, i.e., total computable functions with 
arguments and values from N. f, h and F, with or without decorations, range over W. 
Y, %‘, with or without decorations, range over subsets of 9% 
We fix cp to be an acceptable programming system [23,24,16] for the partial 
recursive functions: N + N. By vi we denote the partial recursive function computed 
by cp program i. In some context p ranges over programs. In other contexts, p ranges 
over total functions, with its range being construed as programs. MinProg(f) = 
min({j I qj =f}), the minimum program for f in the cp system. We let Wi denote 
domain(cp& Wi is, then, the r.e. set/language ( G N) accepted (or equivalently, generated) 
by the cp-program i. We let @ be an arbitrary Blum complexity measure [3] associated 
with acceptable programming system cp; such measures exist for any acceptable pro- 
gramming system [3]. Then, Wi,s denotes the set {x 1 x <s A @i(x) <s}. 
L, with or without decorations, ranges over recursively enumerable (r.e.) subsets of 
N, which subsets are usually construed as codings of formal languages. C denotes the 
class of all recursively enumerable languages G N. We let 9, with or without 
decorations, range over subsets of 8. L1 A L2 denotes (L, - L2)u(L2 - L,), the 
symmetric difference of L1 and L,. For a E (Nu{*}), L1 =’ L2 means that 
card(Ll A L,) Q a. In this case we also say that Ll is an u-variant of La. Let 
FIN = (L 1 card(L) 5 co}. 
The quantifiers “V” and “?” mean “for all but finitely many” and “there exist 
infinitely many”, respectively. The quantifier “3 !” means “there exists a unique”. 
We concern ourselves with formally investigating learning of two kinds of objects: 
computable functions and recursively enumerable languages. 
’ Decoration are subscripts, superscripts and the like. 
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2.2. Learning machines 
An information sequence for functions is a mapping from N (or an initial segment of 
N)toNxNu{#}.A ‘f n in ormation sequence for languages is a mapping from N (or an 
initial segment of N) to N u{ # }. Intuitively, # denotes the pauses in the presentation 
of data. We often drop “for functions” and “for languages” from “information 
sequences for functions” and “information sequences for languages”, respectively; 
context determines which information sequence we are dealing with. We often refer to 
infinite information sequences for languages as texts. SEG denotes the set of all finite 
function information sequences, and SEQ denotes the set of all finite language 
information sequences. 
We let G and T, with or without decorations, range over infinite information 
sequences (i.e. information sequences with domain N). We let cr and r, with or without 
decorations, range over finite information sequences (i.e. information sequences with 
domain an initial segment of N). We let content(G) denote the set range(G) - { #}. 
Similarly, content (a) denotes the set range(o) - { #}. 
Suppose G is an infinite information sequence. Then G [n] denotes the finite initial 
segment of G with length n. For finite information sequence rr of length 2 n, CJ [n] 
denotes the initial segment of 0 with length IZ. 1~71 denotes the length of the finite 
information sequence cr. c E G means that cr is an initial sequence of G. Similarly, 
D 5 r means that d is an initial sequence of z. We often identify a total functionf, with 
its canonical information sequence G, defined as 
G(k) = (k,f (k)). 
Thus f [n] is the same as the finite information sequence CJ defined as follows: 
o(k) = 
(kf (k)) if k <n, 
t otherwise. 
For a finite information sequence 0 for languages, CJ o y denotes the concatenation of 
y at the end of the sequence 0. Formally, 0’ = ooy is defined as follows: 
i 
a(k) if k C(C), 
a’(k) = y if k = )crI, 
t otherwise. 
Similarly, for a finite information sequence CJ for functions, ao(y, z) denotes the 
concatenation of (y, z) at the end of the sequence 0 
Definition 1. A learning machine is an algorithmic mapping from finite information 
sequences to N. 
We let M, with or without decorations, range over learning machines. 
A machine, M, converge2 on an information sequence G (denoted by M(G)J) iff 
there exists an i, such that (‘v’n) [M(G [n]) = i]. Otherwise we say that M diverges on 
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G (deFted by M(G)?). If M converges on G, then we define M(G) as the unique i such 
that (Vn) [M(G[n]) = i]. Otherwise M(G) is undefined. 
Definition 2. A machine M is rearrangement independent if (Vo, z ( content(a) = con- 
tent(r) A 1~~1 = 1~1) [M(o) = M(z)]. 
Thus, the output of a rearrangement independent machine depends only on the 
content and length of its input. For all the explanatory identification criteria con- 
sidered in this paper we can assume without loss of generality that the machine is 
rearrangement independent (see [ 10,111). In some of our proofs, when we assume that 
the machine is rearrangement independent, we often consider the learning machine as 
taking two arguments, a set representing the content of its input and a number 
representing the length of its input. 
2.3. Fundamental function identiJcation paradigms 
We now introduce two different criteria for a learning machine to successfully infer 
a function (from perfect input data). 
2.3.1. Explanatory function identi$cation 
Definition 3 (Gold [14], Blum and Blum [4], Case and Smith [9]). Let a l iVu{*}. 
(a) M Ex”-ident$esf(written:fE Ex”(M)) e (Ii 1 vi =“f) [M(f)J = i]. 
(b) Ex” = {Y I (3M) [P’ c Ex” (M)]}. 
Case and Smith [9] motivate anomalies (or mistakes) in the final programs in 
Definition 3 from the fact that physicists sometimes do employ explanations with 
anomalies. The a = * case was introduced by Blum and Blum [4] and the other a >O 
cases were first considered by Case and Smith [9]. 
2.3.2. Behaviorally correct function identification 
Case and Smith [9] introduced another infinite hierarchy of identification criteria 
which we describe below. “Bc” stands for behaviorally correct. Barzdin [Z] essentially 
introduced Bc’. 
Definition 4 (Case and Smith 1193). Let a l Nu{*k. 
(i) M Bc”-identijesf(written:fE Be”(M)) o (Vn) [~~(~t~,) =*I]. 
(ii) Bc” = (Sl(3M) [S c Be”(M)]}. 
We usually write Ex for Exe and Bc for BcO. Theorem 1 describes ome of the basic 
results about the two kinds of function identification criteria described above. 
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Theorem 1. For all a EN: 
(a) Ex” c Exa+l. 
(‘4 t_h~N Ex” c Ex*. 
(c) Ex* c Bc. 
(d) Bc” c Bca+l. 
(e) UasN Bc” C &*. 
(f) W E Bc*. 
Parts (a), (b), (d), and (e) are due to Case and Smith [9]. John Steel first observed 
that Ex* E Bc and the diagonalization in part (c) is due to Harrington and Case [9]. 
Part (f) is due to Harrington [9]. Blum and Blum [4] first showed that Ex c Ex*. 
Barzdin [2] independently showed Ex c Bc. 
Let AEZ={f~~~card({x~f(x)#O})<c~}. Let SELFREF={~E~?[~~,,,= 
fr\ card((x If(x) # 0}) = co}. W e will be using the above classes and their variants in 
several of our proofs. The following theorem from [4] shows that Ex is not closed 
under union as witnessed by AEZ and SELFREF. 
Theorem 2 (Blum and Blum [4]). AEZ E Ex, SELFREF E Ex, but AEZ GEL- 
FREF VEX’ U Ui Bc’. 
2.4. Fundamental language identljkation paradigms 
Definition 5. A text T is for a language L lf content (T) = L. 
Intuitively, a text for a language is an enumeration or sequential presentation of all 
the objects in the language with the #‘s representing pauses in the listing or 
presentation of such objects. For example, the only text for the empty language is just 
an infinite sequence of #‘s. 
2.4.1. Explanatory language identijcation 
We now introduce criteria for a learning machine to be successful on a language. 
Definition 6 (Gold [14], Case and Lynes [S], Osherson and Weinstein [20]). Let 
a E Nu{*}. 
(a) M TxtEx”-identiJes L (written: L E TxtExa(M)) o (‘d texts T for L) (3 i 1 Wi =‘L) 
[M(T)l= i]. 
(b) TxtEx” = {3=/(3M) [9 G TxtEx”(M)]}. 
We usually write TxtEx for TxtEx’. The generalization of Gold’s paradigm to the 
a >O case above was motivated by the observation that humans rarely learn a lan- 
guage perfectly. The a >O case in Definition 6 is due to Case and Lynes [8]. Osherson 
and Weinstein [20], independently of case and Lynes, introduced the a = * case. The 
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influence of Gold’s paradigm to human language learning is discussed by Pinker [22], 
Wexler and Culicover [27], Wexler [26], and Osherson et al. [17-191. 
Definition 7 (Fulk [lo, 111). CJ is a TxtEx-stabilizing sequence for M on L o con- 
tent(o) E L and (Vo’(content(a’) E LAO c a’) [M(d) = M(a)]. 
Definition 8 (B&z and Blum [4], Osherson and Weinstein [21]). Let a E NW(*). ~7 is 
a TxtEx”-locking sequencefor M on L. t> (r is a TxtEx-stabilizing sequence for M on 
L and WM(,) =a L. 
For rearrangement independent machines, we often refer to a stabilizing (locking) 
sequence c by (content(cr),lcrl). 
We now present a very important lemma in learning theory due to Blum and Blum 
c41. 
Lemma 1 (Blum and Blum [4], Osherson and Weinstein [21]). ZfM TxtEx’-identiJies 
L, then there is a TxtEx”-locking sequence fur M on L. 
2.4.2. Vacillatory language identijcation 
Case [6], as a refinement of a result by Osherson and Weinstein [20], considered 
the question whether humans converge to more than one distinct, but equivalent, 
correct grammar. He captured this notion through a new criterion of language 
learning, viz., TxtFex-identijication - a more general criteria than Gold’s TxtEx- 
identification. 
Before we describe TxtFex-identification, we first consider in Definition 9 what it 
means for a learning machine to converge on a text to a finite set of grammars. 
Definition 9 (Case [6]). Suppose M is a learning machine and T is a text. Then, M(T) 
finitely-converges (wr$ten: M(T)U) -S (M( CJ ) 1 CT c T} is finite. If M(T)& then we say 
that M(T)4 = (il(3 CJ c T) [M(o) = i]}, otherwise we say that M(T) Jinitely-di- 
verges (written: M(T)fi). 
Definition 10 (Case [6]). Let a~Nu{*} and beN+u{*}. 
(i) M TxtFexg-identi$es L (written: L E:TxtFex;(M)) - (V texts T for L) 
(3D)card(D)<br\(ViiE)[Wi=aL])[M(T)U =O]. 
(ii) TxtFexz = { 9 ) (3M) [$P c TxtFexE(M)]}. 
In TxtFexg-identification, the b is a “bound” on the number of final grammars and 
the a is a “bound” on the number of anomalies allowed in these final grammars. 
A “bound” of *just means unbounded, but finite. We sometimes refer to TxtFext as 
TxtFex,. TxtFex,-identification was first studied by Osherson and Weinstein [20]. 
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2.4.3. Behaviorally correct language identijication 
Definition 11 (Case and Lynes [S]). Let a E Nu{*}. 
m (i) M TxtBc”-identifies L (written: L ETxtBc’(M)) o (V texts T for L) 
(W WrVlM(T[n,) =“Ll. 
(ii) TxtBc” = (55’ )(3 M) [9 E TxtBc”(M)]}. 
We usually write TxtBc for TxtBc’. 
The following definition is an analogue of Definition 8 for TxtBc-identification. 
Definition 12 (Based on [4,8]). Let a EN u{*}. a is a TxtBc”-locking sequence for 
M on L o content(o) c L and @‘~a’1 [o c 0’1 A [content c L]) [IV,,,,, = “L]. 
There is an analogue of Lemma 1 for TxtBc-identification [8]. 
Lemma 2 (Based on [4,8]). If M TX&“-identifies L, then there is a TxtBc’-locking 
sequence for M on L. 
Theorem 3 states some of the basic results about the three kinds of language 
identification criteria just described. 
Theorem 3. For all a, b EN: 
(a) TxtEx”+ ’ - TxtFex”, # 8. 
(b) TxfExZa+ ’ - TxtBc” # 8. 
(c) TxtFexp c TxtBc”. 
(d) TxtFexE, 1 - TxtFex$ # 0. 
(e) TxtFex, - Ua EN TxtFext # 8. 
(f) TxtEx* - UosN TxtBc” # 0. 
(g) TxtBc - TxtFexz # 8. 
(h) U. EN TxtBc” c TxtBc* 
Parts (a); (d), (e) and (g) are due to Case [6]. Parts (b) and (f) are due to Case and 
Lynes [8] and part (c) is based on the techniques of Case and Lynes [8]. Part (h) 
follows from part (e) in Theorem 1. Osherson and Weinstein [20] have independently 
shown that TxtEx c TxtFex,. 
We will need the following theorem from [8]. 
Theorem 4 (Case and Lynes [8]). {N}uFIN$TxtBc*. 
Corollary 1. For L, dejne L’ = ((j, x) lj 2 1 A x E L}. Let Y’ = {L’ 1 L E FINu 
{N)). Then B’$TxtBc*. 
Theorem 5 (Based on the techniques used to prove Theorem 4). Let 9 = 
{L 1 card(N - L) = 1)uFIN. Then Z$TxtBc*. 
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3. Inaccurate data 
3.1. Information sequences with Jinite number of inaccuracies 
Pursuant to the classification of inaccuracies, we define three kinds of inaccurate 
texts for languages. *-noisy, *-incomplete and *-imperfect exts and the corresponding 
identification criteria were first considered by Osherson et al.. Schafer-Richter [25] 
considered a slight variant of noisy information sequences. 
Definition 13. Let a ENu{*}. 
(a) A text T is a-noisy for L o L G content(T) and card(content(T) - L) 6 a. 
(b) A text T is a-incomplete for L e content(T) E L and card(L - con- 
tent(T)) < a. 
(c) A text T is a-imperfect for L o card (LAcontent(T)) 6 a. 
An a-noisy text T for a language L can be pictured as a text for L into which 
elements from a finite set of cardinality at most a have been inserted. Note that any 
single such intrusion may occur arbitrarily often in T. An a-incomplete text T for 
L can be pictured as a text for L from which all occurrences of a given finite set of 
cardinality at most a have been removed. An a-imperfect ext T for L could be viewed 
as a text for L into which elements from a set S1 have been inserted and elements from 
a set Sz have been deleted, where card(S,) + card(Sz) < a. 
Note that in the above three definitions, the a = * case implies that the number of 
inaccuracies is any finite number. The other a EN cases model situations when 
a scientist may be aware, a priori, of an upper bound on the number of inaccuracies 
infesting its environment; possible sources of such information could be previous 
experience and nature of instruments used. 
We now turn our attention to defining inaccurate information sequences for 
functions. 
Definition 14. Let a E Nu{*). 
(a) An information sequence G is a-noisy for f~ graph (f) E content(G) and 
card(content(G) - graph(f)) < a. 
(b) An information sequence G is a-incomplete for-f o content(G) E graph(f) and 
card(graph(f) - content(G)) d a. 
(c) An information sequence G is a-imperfect for fe card(graph(f)Acon- 
tent(G)) < a. 
Note that in the case of noisy information sequences for functions, two incorrect 
values for f(n) count as two distinct noise points, i.e., if the correct value of f(n) = x 
and both (n, y) and (n, z), where X, y and z are distinct, are present in an inaccurate 
information sequence forf, then the data points (n, y) and (n, z) contribute towards two 
distinct noise points. Also, if the actual value off(n) = y, but (n, y) does not appear in 
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an information sequence and instead (n, z), y # z, appears, then these contribute two 
to the imperfection count. 
We now introduce the learning criteria when there may be inaccuracies in the input 
data. 
Definition 15. Let a, b ENu{*). 
(a.1) M N”TxtEx*-identijies L (written: L eN’TxtExb(M)) o (V u-noisy texts T 
for L) [M(T)1 A WMCTj =b L]. 
(a.2) N”TxtExb = (9 I(3M) [_Y E N”TxtExb(M)]). 
(b.1) M In’TxtExb-identifies L (written: L E In’TxtExb(M)) o (V u-incomplete 
texts T for Z,) [M(T)1 A WICIcTj =‘L]. 
(b.2) In”TxtExb = (9 I(3M) [_Y E In”TxtExb (M)]). 
(c.1) M Im”TxtExb-identifies L (written: L E Im”TxtExb (M)) CJ (V a-imperfect 
texts T for L) [M(T)1 A WMcTj = b L]. 
(c.2) Im”TxtExb = { _Y I(3M) [T E Im”TxtExb (M)]}. 
Definition 16. Let a, b ENu(*}. 
(a. 1) M N”Ex’-identijies f (written: f E N’Exb(M)) o (Vu-noisy information se- 
quences G forf) [M(G)1 A @M(G) = bf]. 
(a.2) N”Exb = {VI (3M) [%’ -c N”Exb(M)]}. 
(b. 1) M In” Exb-identijesf(written:f E InaExb(M)) o (V u-incomplete information 
sequences G forf) [M(G)1 A (PM(G) =bf]. 
(b.2) In”Exb = (%? I (3M) [9? G InaExb (M)]}. 
(c.1) M Im”Exb-identijiesf (written:fEIm”Exb(M)) o (V u-imperfect information 
sequences G forj) [M(G)J A @M(G) =bf]. 
(c.2) Im’Exb = {+8 ((3M) [%? z Im”Exb(M)]}. 
Similarly, we can define the language identification paradigms: N”TxtFex,b, 
In”TxtFexf, Im”TxtFexi, N”TxtBcb, In”TxtBcb, Im”TxtBcb, and the function identi- 
fication paradigms: N”Bcb, In’Bcb, Im’Bcb. 
Analogue of Lemma 1 holds for identification from inaccurate information se- 
quences also (for both function learning and language learning). We state as an 
example the lemma for N”TxtExb-identification. 
Lemma 3. If M N”TxtEx”-identijies L, then for every L’ such that L c L’ and 
card(L’ - L) ,< a, there exists a stabilizing sequence o for M on L’ such that 
W M(a) = bL. 
3.2. Hierarchy results 
Theorem 6 is about comparing extra anomalies in the final program inferred in the 
presence of inaccuracies. Theorem 6 strengthens Theorem 1 to consider inaccuracies 
in the input data. Theorem 6(a), for example, says that there are classes of functions for 
which an (i + 1)-error program can be identified from information sequences with an 
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arbitrary but finite number of imperfections, but for which an i-error program cannot 
be identified even from accurate information sequences. Theorem 6(d) is a similar 
result about Be-identification. It is also interesting to note that there is a machine that 
can Bc*-identify every computable function even from information sequences with an 
unbounded finite number of imperfections. Theorem 6 yields a hierarchy exhibited in 
Corollary 2. 
Theorem 6. For all i EN: 
(a) Im*Ex’+’ - Ex’ # 8. 
(b) Im*Ex* - ui Ex’ # 8. 
(c) Im*Bc - Ex* # 8. 
(d) Im*Bc’+ ’ - Bc’ # 8. 
(e) W EIm*Bc*. 
Proof. (a) Let % = {fl qPfco) = ‘+lfr\(Vx) [f(2x) =f(O)]}. It is easy to see that 
% EIm*Ex’+‘. An easy modification of the proof of Ex’+ ’ - Ex’ # 0 in [9] can be 
used to show that % $ Ex’. We omit the details. 
(b)-(d) can be shown by similar modifications of the proofs in [9]. We leave the 
details to the reader. 
(e) Let S(a, n) = (n}u(j < n 1 (t/(x, y) Econtent(o)) [@j(X) < n A (X, vi(X)) E con- 
tent(o)]). Let M(o) = p such that (Vx) [cp,(x) = (Pmrn(s(o,x))(X)]* We now claim that 
M Im*Bc*-identifies W. To see this suppose f ER Suppose G is a *-imperfect 
information sequence for J Let j be minimum program such that 
(a) graph(cpJ s content(G), and 
(b) (vx I(3 Y) C(x, Y) E conteN91) CVj(XUl~ 
(Note that for any j satisfyingmthe aJbove two properties, we have qj =*f). 
It is easy to verify that (V n) (V m) [min(S(T [n], m)) = j]. It thus follows that 
M Im*Bc*-identifies5 q 
Corollary 2. Let a E IV u (*}. Then: 
(a) N”Ex’ c N”Ex’ c .+. c N”Ex*. 
(b) N”Bc’ c N”Bc’ c . . . c NaBc* = 2g. 
(c) In”Ex’ c WEx’ c ... c In”Ex*. 
(d) In’Bc’ c 1n”Bc’ c ... c WBc* = 2*. 
(e) Im”ExO c 1m”Ex’ c ... c Im”Ex*. 
(f) ImaBco c 1m”Bc’ c ... c Im”Bc* = 2”. 
Corollary 2 thus shows that the hierarchies given by Theorem 1 hold even in 
presence of inaccuracies in the input data. 
We now turn our attention to investigating if a price is being paid for learning from 
information sequences for which the number of inaccuracies is higher. Theorem 7 
answers this question in the affirmative. 
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l%eorem 7. (V’j EN) Dm%x - ~j+‘Ex*UInj+lEX*U(lJi In~+‘Bd)U(U~N’+‘Bd)] 
#01. 
Proof. Fix j. For f E a, define f’ and f” as follows. 
For all i >O and for all x, letf’((i, x)) =f”((i, x)) =f(x). 
For all x <j, letf((0, x)) = O;f”((O, x)) = 1. 
For all x >j, letf’((0, x)) =f’((O, x)) = 0. 
Now consider the following collections of functions: 
Y’ = {f’I+AEZ). 
Y” = {f”If&ELFREF}. 
It is easy to verify that Y’ E ImjEx and Y U E ImjEx. 
Note that for a j-imperfect information sequence G for f~ %J, card({x < j 1 
((0, x), 0) E content(G)}) > card({x <jl((O, x), 1) E content(G)}) of((0, 0)) = 0 
~frz Y’. This along with the fact that Y’ E ImjEx, Y u EImjEx implies that 
%? ~ImjEx. 
We show that %$$Nj+‘Ex*u[UiN j+ ‘Ek’] It can similarly be shown that . 
~~I~i’lEx*u[UiInj”Bci]. 
Suppose I is either Ex* or Bc’ for some i. Suppose by way of contradiction, machine 
M Nj+ ’ I-identifies %?. Then, using M, we show how to construct a machine M’ which 
I-identifies AEZ u SELFREF contradicting Theorem 2. 
Let twit be a recursive function (by s-m-n theorem such a recursive function exists) 
such that, for all cr, z E SEG 
CJ E z =P twit(a) E twit(r), and 
content(twit(o)) = (((r, x), y) 1(x, y) E content(o) A 1 < r < 1 al) 
u{(<O,x), 1)1x <j}u{(<O,r),O)lr < 1~4. 
Let untwit be a recursive function (by s-m-n theorem such a recursive function 
exists) such that, for all i and X, quntwit(i) (x) = qi(( 1, x)). 
Now, let M’(a) = untwit (M(twit (a))). It is easy to see that if M Nj+ ’ I-identifies %, 
then M’ I-identifies AEZuSELFREF. But, this is not possible (Theorem 2). Thus, 
V$N’+‘I. •! 
Theorem 7 yields several corollaries which highlight the loss in learning ability as 
a result of an increase in the bound on inaccuracies allowed in the information 
sequence. 
Corollary 3. Let a E N u { *}. Then: 
(a) NOEx” 2 N’Ex” =I N2Ex” 1 .-. . 
(b) In’Ex’ 1 In’Ex” 2 In’Ex= 1 -.. . 
(c) Im’Ex” 1 Im’Ex’ 13 Im’Ex” 3 ... . 
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However, the above result does not say anything about relative learning abilities 
between situations in which a preassigned bound on the finite number of inaccuracies 
is available and when such a bound is not available. Theorem 8 answers this question. 
Theorem 8. There exists a class offunctions, % such that (a) (Vi) [%? E Im’Ex], and 
(b) %Z $(h*Ex* u N*Ex* u uj [N*BcjuIn*B&]). 
Proof. For f E W define f’,j”’ as follows: 
For j ~0, letf((j, x)) =f”((j, x)) =f(x). 
For x >f(O), letf’((0, x)) =f”(( 0, x)) = 0. 
For x <f(O), letf((0, x)) = O,f”((O, x)) = 1. 
Now consider the following class of functions: 
Y’={~‘(~EAEZ). 
9” = {y lf~ SELFREF). 
% = Y’UY”. 
It is easy to extend the proof of Theorem 7 to prove that W#N*Ex* u 
In*Ex* u ujN*BCjU lJj In*Bc’. 
Fix i. We now show that % E Im’Ex. Let St = (j < i 1 qj(O) = j A Cpj E SELFREF). 
We describe a machine M which Im’Ex*-identifies 48. Let F’ be a recursive mapping 
from finite sets to N such that the following holds (note that by s-m-n theorem such 
a function exists). Below A denotes a finite set. 
(0 ifi=O, 
(PF’(A) ((h x>) = 
i 
y ifi>Or\ 
C(3 2) C(x, z) E 4 A Y = min({z I (x, 4 E A})], 
0 otherwise. 
Let F” be a recursive such that the following holds (note that by s-m-n theorem 
such a function exists). 
if i = 0, x >e, 
1. Let m,(x) = max({j l(3y) [((j, x), y) E content(a)]}). 
Let A, = {(x, y) (m,(x) >O A ((m,(x), x), y) E content(a)}. 
Let AL = {(x, y) E A, 1 y # 01. 
2. Lete,=min({(a()u{yl(O,y)~A,}). 
3. if e, < i 
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then 
33. ifCe, ESiAW(X,Y) E-4) Ch,(X) =Yll 
then output F”(e,). 
else output F’(A&). 
endif 
else 
3b. If [card((x < e, I((0, x), 0) E content(a)}) 2 card({x < e, I((0, x), 1) E con- 
tenWH1 
then output F’(Ab). 
else output F”(e,). 
endif 
endif 
end 
Consider any g E % and an i-imperfect information sequence G for g. Letf be such 
that g =f’ if g E Y’ and g =f” if g ~9”. It is easy to verify that, for a large enough 
initial segment 0 of G, the following properties are satisfied: 
(Pl) A, E graph(f). 
(P2) e, = f(0). 
(P3) (Vx <f(O)) [((0, x), y) E content(G) .S ((0, x), y) E content(o)]. 
(P4) fg AEZ * Ab = {(x, y) If(x) # O}. 
(P5) U(0) E Si of E AJW * [(3(X, Y) E &I CVJ(O, (XI # Y II* 
For the following suppose that r~ is large enough so that the above properties 
hold. 
Case 1: f(0) d i ALE SELFREF. In this case “if clause of step (3a)” will succeed 
(by properties (Pl) and (P2)) and thus M outputs F”(e,), which is program 
for g. 
Case 2: f(0) < i r\f$ SELFREF. In this case “if clause of step (3a)” will fail (by 
properties (Pl), (P2), and (P5)). Thus M outputs F’(&), which is a program for g (by 
property (P4)). 
Case 3: f(0) > i ALE AEZ. In this case by property (P3) “if clause in step (3b)” will 
succeed (due to bound on the imperfection of G). Thus M outputs F’(Ab), which by 
property (P4) is a program for g. 
Case 4: f(0) > i ALE SELFREF. In this case by property (P3) and the bound on 
imperfection, “if clause in step (3b)” will fail. 
Thus M outputs F”(e,), which is a program for g. 
From the above cases we have that M Im’Ex-identifies Q?. 0 
We now briefly turn our attention to identification of languages from inaccurate 
information sequences. Theorem 9 is the language identification counterpart of 
Theorem 6 and can be shown using techniques imilar to Theorem 6 and results from 
[S, 63. We omit the details. 
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Theorem 9. For all i EN: 
(a) Im*TxtEx’+’ - TxtFexi # 8. 
(b) Im*TxtEx* - Ui TxtBc’ # 8. 
(c) Im*TxtFexi+ 1 - TxtFexF # 8. 
(d) Im*TxtFex, - lJ<e N TxtFexf # 0. 
(e) Im*TxtExzif ’ - TxtBc’ # 8. 
(f) Im*TxtBc - TxtFex*, # @. 
(g) Im*TxtBc’+’ - TxtBc’ # 8. 
Theorem 10. (Vi E N) [Im’TxtEx - [N’+ ‘TX&* win’+ ’ TxtBc*] # @I- 
Proof. For any finite language L, let L’ = {(j, x) ) j 2 1 A x E L3 u ((0, i + x + 1) 1 
x 6 i>. Also let N’= ((j,x)l j> 1,x E N)u((O,x)/x ,< i). 
Now, consider the collection of languages 9 = {L’ 1 L E FIN) u {N’). It is easy to 
see that 9 E Im’TxtEx. For any text T, let T’, T” (effectively obtained from T) be 
such that content(T’)={(j,x)~j>,1~x~content(T)}u(<0,x)(x~2if1} and 
content(Y) = {(j, x) lj > 1 AX ~content(T)}. Note that if T is a text for 
L E FIN u (N >, then T’ is an (i + l)-noisy text for L’ and 7”’ is an (i + 1)-incomplete 
text for L’. Moreover, for L E FINu {N), a grammar for a finite variant of L’ can be 
effectively converted to a grammar for a finite variant of L. Thus, 
[P’ E N’+ ‘TxtBc* V 3 E In’+ ‘TxtBc*] * FIN u {N} E TxtBc*. But, this is not true 
(Theorem 4). Thus, Y #(N’+ ‘TxtBc* u In’+ ‘TxtBc*). 0 
Theorem 11. There exists an 2, such that (a) (vi) [9 E Im’TxtEx] and (b) 
9 &N*TxtBc* u In*TxtBc*. 
Proof. For a set X and j E N define Ly,, and Lf,X as follows: 
Let L,9X = {<2,x)1x EX}u{<l,k.j)Ik l N}u{@,x)Ix <j}. 
Let~~,~=((2,x)(x~X)u(<l,k~j)Ik~N)u{(O,x)~j~~<2j~. 
Let S be a set which is not in Z3 of the Kleene hierarchy. 
Let 5? = {LjqxlX ~F1Nr\j$S}u(Lf,~l j E S>. 
It is easy to see using the technique of Theorem 8 that for each i EN, _f? E 
Im’TxtEx. We show that 9 $N*TxtBc*. The proof is similar for _Y$In*Txt~c*. 
Suppose by way of contradiction, machine M N*TxtBc*-identifies 9. Then 
jES 3 (3alcontent(o) C L3,~u{(O,x)lx <2j})(tfz 1 a(content(z) z Lf,,u{ 
(0, x> Ix <4)) Ccard({x IQ, x> E WM(~))) = 001. 
On the other hand, 
j+S*i [(3a(content(a)s Lf,~u{(O,x)Jxt2j})(~~~olcontent(z)~Lf,~ 
u ((0, x) I x <2j)) [card({x I<2, x) E WM(~))) = CQ]]. Thus, S E C3. A contradiction. 
Thus, 9 dN*TxtBc*. Cl 
It should be noted that the above theorems give hierarchies for language learning, 
similar in nature to the hierarchies in the function learning. 
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3.3. Relative eflects 
The results in the preceding section underlined a common theme: But for the highly 
impractical Bc*-identification, inaccurate data is “bad” for learning. It is time now to 
compare which kinds of inaccuracies do the most damage. First, a comparison 
between the price paid for learning from noisy information sequences and incomplete 
information sequences. 
The result below exhibits the apparent advantages of noise over missing data, as 
there are collections of functions for which a program can be identified from informa- 
tion sequences with a finite, but without any preassigned bound, number of spurious 
data, but for which a program for even a finite variant cannot be identified from 
information sequences which possibly are missing just one data. Corollary 4 gives the 
language identification counterpart of this result and follows from Theorem 12. The 
following result also appears in [13]. We include the proof for completeness. 
Theorem 12 (Fulk et al. [13]). N*Ex - [BI’Ex*u lJJn’Bc’] # 8. 
Proof. For any f E W, we describe a function f as follows: 
Let pr = MinProg(f). 
For j <pf, let errj = min({x 1 qj(X) #f(x)}). 
f(0) = @, (erb, errl, err,, . . . ,eq-l)). 
For all x, k:f(l + (k, x)) =f(x). 
Let V= {fifea}. 
We first show that %$In’Ex* u lJi In’Be’. Suppose I is either Ex* or Bc’. Suppose 
by way of contradiction, that M In’I-identifies 97. We then describe a machine M 
which I-identifies W - yielding a contradiction (Theorem 1). For any f; let G, be an 
information sequence such that content = ((1 + (k, x),f(x)) I x, k E N}, and 
G, [n] can be found effectively fromf[n]. Note that GJ is a l-incomplete information 
sequence for f. Let F be a recursive function such that for all x and p, qFu,) (x) = 
cp,((l + (0, x))). Define M’ such that M’(f[n]) = F (M(Gr[n])). Note that such 
a machine M’ can easily be constructed from M. Clearly, for f E B, if ‘pp = “f, then 
(PF(p) =“J: Since M In’&identifies %‘, it follows that M’ I-identifies 9% A contradiction 
(Theorem 1). Thus, %$In’I. 
We now show that %Z EN*Ex. For an information sequence G, define G’ such that 
for all n, 
(1 + (i, x), y) if G(n) = (1 + (i, x), y) A 
(‘dj,zl(l + (j,x),z) ~content(G)) 
G’(n) = (3j’ 2 j) [(l -t (j’, x), y) E content(G)]], 
(0, Y) if G(n) = (0, Y), 
# otherwise. 
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Let F be a mapping from SEG to SEG such that for n d 1~1: 
‘(l+(i,x),y) if o(n)=(l+(i,x>,y)~ 
[(Vj,z)(l + (j,x),z)Econtent(a)) 
(F(4) (4 = 1 (3j’aj)[(l + (j’,x>,y)Econtent(o)]], 
(03 Y) if 44 = (0, ~1, 
\# otherwise. 
Intuitively, for a *-noisy sequence, G, forf E 59, G’ is formed from G by removing all 
noisy elements from G, except for noise on input 0. F is an algorithmic mechanism for 
obtaining G’ from G. 
Suppzse G is a *-noisy sequence forf* E ‘3Z. It is easy to verify that: 
(a) (v 4 CG’ bl = F (G CGI. 
(b) (Vi, x, y) [(l + (i, x), y) E content *f(l + (i, x)) = y]. 
(c) ~r(f’(O)) = max({jl(3err,,erri, . . . ,eTTj-1 I(0, (j, (err,,err,, . . . ,errj-I))) e 
content(G)) [(Vi <j) [pi(errJ #f’(l + (0, erri>)]]>). 
(d) Suppose e = rcl (f(O)). For j <e, let errj = min((x I qj(X) # qe(x))). Then 
f(0) = (e, (err,, . . . ,erreel)). 
Thus,f’(O) (and, therefore, a program forf) can be determined from G’ (and thus G) 
in the limit. 0 
Corollary 4. (a) N*TxtEx - In’TxtEx* u UJn’TxtBc’ # 8. 
(b) N*Ex - ImlEx* u UJm’Bc’ # 0. 
(c) N*TxtEx - Im’TxtEx* u UJm’TxtBd # 0. 
Proof. Part (b) is the immediate corollary of Theorem 12. We show how to obtain 
part (a) using Theorem 12 (this is a standard trick used to convert diagonalization 
results from function learning to diagonalization results in language learning). Part (c) 
can be obtained from part (b) similarly. 
Suppose ‘8 E N*Ex - (In’Ex*u UiIn’Bc’). For any total function J define 
L, = {(x, y) If(x) = y}. Let 9 = (Lf lf~ S’). We claim that 9 E N*TxtEx - 
IdTxtEx* u Ui In’TxtBc’. 
We first show that 3’ E N*TxtEx. To show this we show: 
(i) how to effectively convert an a-noisy text for L, to an a-noisy information 
sequence for f, and 
(ii) how to effectively convert a program forf to a grammar for L,. 
To show (i), define GT as follows: 
G,(n) = # 
if T(n) = #, 
(x,Y) if WI = <x,Y). 
It is easy to see that GT satisfies (i). 
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To show (ii), define gP such that WgP = ((x, y) ( qp(x) = y}. It is easy to see (using 
s-m-n theorem) that such a gP can be effectively obtained from p and satisfies (ii). 
Now suppose 5%’ E N*Ex(M). Let M’ be defined as follows: M’(T [n]) = gM(G,[nl). It 
follows using (i) and (ii) that 9 c N*TxtEx(M’). 
We now show that 9 $InlTxtEx u (_j InlTxtBc’. To show this we show: 
(iii) h ow 0 e t ff ectively convert a l-incomplete information sequence for f to a l- 
incomplete text for Lf, and 
(iv) how to effectively convert an a-error grammar for L, to an a-error program for 
f: To show (iii), define TG as follows: 
TG@) = 
# if G(n) = #, 
(x, Y) if G(n) = (x, Y). 
It is easy to see that TG satisfies (iii). 
To show (iv), define ps such that cp,,(x) = y, such that (x, y) E W, (if there are 
several y such that (x, y) E W,, then choose the first one in some arbitrary enumer- 
ation of W,). 
Now suppose by way of contradiction that $P 5 In’TxtEx*(M) (respectively, 
_Y 5 In’TxtBc’(M)). Let M’ be defined as follows: M’(G[n]) = P~~~,[,,]). It follows 
using (iii) and (iv) that V E In’Ex*(M’) (respectively, V c InlBc’(M’)) contradicting 
Theorem 12. Thus, _5? $In’TxtEx* u UJn’TxtBc’). 0 
Since d $TxtBc*, there is scope for further fine tuning of Corollary 4(a). An attempt 
at such a refinement is the subject of Theorem 13. 
Theorem 13. (V’j E N) [NjTxtEx - In’TxtBc* # 81. 
Proof. For n E N+, let L, = {(i,x))i> lox < n>u((O,n)l. Let Lo = ((i,x)j 
i21~x~N}u{(O,O)}.Let~={L,Jn~N}. 
We claim that 049 ENjTxtEx. Suppose T is a j-noisy text for L E 2. Then, 
L=L,~(3x)[x~max({w~(O,w)~content(T)))r\(V~~1~~kj+1)[(k,x)e 
content(T)]]. Thus, it can be determined, in the limit, if T is a j-noisy text for Lo. Also, 
it is easy to see that {L, 1 n E Nf} E N’TxtEx. Thus, _Y E NjTxtEx. 
Let Lk = L, - { (0, n)}. Now, [_Y E In’TxtBc*] = {LL ) n E N} E TxtBc*. But, this 
is not true (Corollary 1). Thus, _Y$In’TxtIk*. 0 
Corollary 5. (Vj E N) [NjTxtEx - Im’TxtBc* # 81. 
It is open at present if Theorem 13 above can be extended to the assertion 
“N*TxtEx - In’TxtBc* # 8.” 
The reader should note that Theorem 12 implies that there are collections of 
functions that can be learned from the “most offensive noisy information sequences”, 
but cannot be learned from the “least offensive incomplete information sequences”. 
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A natural question that arises is if there are collections of functions that can be learned 
from the “most offensive incomplete information sequences”, but cannot be learned 
from the “least offensive noisy information sequences”. Theorem 14 answers this 
question negatively, thereby implying that, in the context of function identification, 
missing data are strictly more harmful than noisy data. 
Theorem 14. Let a, b E N u { *}. 
(a) InaExb G N”Exb. 
(b) In”Bcb E N”Bcb. 
Proof. Let machine M be given. We construct a machine M’ such that 
In”Exb(M) s N”Exb(M’) and In%cb(M) c N”Bcb(M’). 
For any information sequence G let G’ be a information sequence such that for all 
n, x, Y: 
1 
(x, Y) if G(n) = (x, y) A 
G’(n) = (v z Z Y 1 UK 4 $ content (WI, 
# otherwise. 
Let F be a mapping from SEG to SEG such that, for all (r, for all n < 1 CT (, and for all 
x,y~N: 
I 
(x, Y) if 44 = (x, Y) A 
(F(4) (4 = Wz f Y) C(x, z)$conteW)l, 
# otherwise. 
Now, if G is an a-noisy information sequence forf E B, then G’ is an a-incomplete 
information sequence for J Moreover, ( vn) [G’ [n] = F(G [n])]. 
Let M’(o) = M(F (c)). It is easy to see that InaExb(M) E N”Exb(M’) and 
In”Bcb(M) c N”Bcb(M’). q 
The story, however, is different for language identification as implied by Theorem 15. 
Theorem 15. (V i E N) [In 2i-1TxtExi - N’TxtEx* # 01. 
Proof. For any L E 8, let SX,L = {zl (x, z) EL}. Let _Y = {L Icard({x < 21 
1 6 card&,,) < BOA WmaxCS,,,) = L}) 2 2). 
In Lemma 4, it will be shown that Y$TxtEx*. 
For L E 2’, let 
Aw max(S,,,) = Ll. 
Let JZi = {L{ I L E T}. It is easy to see that 5?i E In2’-’ TxtEx’. 
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Let Noisy,(L) = L u ((0, k)J k <3i}. Clearly, for any L E Yi, any text T for 
Noisy,(L) is also an i-noisy text for L. Corollary 6 thus implies that Yi$ 
N’TxtEx*. 0 
Lemma 4. Let dp be as dejned in the proof of Theorem 15. Then 8$TxtEx*. 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that M TxtEx*-identifies 9. Then by the 
operator recursion theorem [S], there exists a recursive l-l increasing p such that 
VP(.) may be defined as follows. 
Let q-programs p(O), p(l) enumerate (O,p(O)), (1, p(1)). Let co be such that 
content (ao) = ((0, p(O)), (1, p(l))). Let W”,,., denote WP(.) enumerated before stage 
s. Go to stage 1. Note that there is no stage 0. We start at stage 1, just for the ease of 
writing the proof. 
Stage s 
1. Enumerate W&,UW&, in WP(o), WP(l), WP(zs) and Wp(Zs+lJ. Enumerate 
(2, ~(24) in Wp(0b WpczsJ. Enumerate (2, ~(2s + 1)) in WP(l), WPc2S+lj. Let z. 
be an extension of os such that content = WPtoj enumerated till now. Let z1 
be an extension of o, such that content = WPclj enumerated till now. 
2. Let x = 0. Dovetail (2a), (2b) until, if ever, step (2b) succeeds. If and when step 
(2b) succeeds, go to step (3). 
2a. Go to substage 0.. 
Substage s’ 
Enumerate (4, x) in WPcoj, WPczSj. 
Enumerate (5, x) m WPclj, W p(2s+ 1). 
Let x =x + 1. 
Go to substage s’ + 1. 
End substage s’. 
2b. Search for i E (0, l}, n EN such that M(TiO (4 + i, 0)0(4 + i, 1)0 ... o 
(4 + i, n)) # M(a,). 
3. If and when (2b) succeeds, let i and n be as found in (2b). Let 
S = (((4 + i, 0), (4 + i, l), . . . , (4 + i, n)))u(W,,,, enumerated till now) 
u( Wpcoj enumerated till now). 
4. Let 0s+l be an extension of ZiO(4 + i, 0)0(4 + i, 1)0 ... o(4 + i, n) such that 
content(a,+ J = S. Enumerate S in WPcoj and WPclj. 
5. Go to state s + 1. 
End stage s. 
Now we consider the following cases: 
Case 1: AI1 stages Jinish. In this case let L = Wpcoj = Wpclj E .Y. But M on, 
u seNos, a text for L makes infinitely many mind changes (since the only infinitely 
many stages can exist is by the success of step (2b) infinitely often). 
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Case 2: Stage s starts but does notJinish. In this case let L,, = W,(,,, = WPczs) E 9 
and L1 = WPcl) = WP,z2+Il E 9. Note that Lo and L1 are infinitely different from 
each other. Let To = r00(4, 0) 0 (4,l) o ... , and T1 = r1 0 (5,O) 0 (5,l) o ... , 
where r0 and r1 are as defined in step (l), of stage s. Now To is a text for Lo and T, is 
a text for L1. However, M converges to the same grammar on both T, and Ti. Hence, 
M does not TxtEx*-identify at least one of Lo and L1. 
The above cases imply that 9 $TxtEx*(M). q 
Corollary 6. Suppose i E N. For any L, dejine L’ = {(j, x) ) j >O A x E L} u 
((0, x) 1 x < 3i). Let .Z be as dejined in the proofof Theorem 15. Let 9’ = {L’ 1 L E Y}. 
Then _Y’$TxtEx*. 
It is open at present if Theorem 15 can be extended to establish 
(Vi EN+) [II?’ TxtEx - N’TxtEx* # 8-J 
Theorem 16. In*TxtEx - N*TxtBc* # 8. 
Proof. For D E FIN, let LB = ((0, x) )x >max(D)} u {( j, x) ) j > 1 AX E D}. For 
m~N,letX,={(O,x)~x~m}u{(j,x)~j~1~x#m}. 
Let 9 = {LDJD EFIN}u{X,J~ EN). 
It is easy to see that 9 E In*TxtEx. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
M N*TxtIk*-identifies 2’. Then we show how to obtain an M’ TX&*-identifying 
2” = {L ) card(N - L) = l} u FIN. Let F be an effective mapping from SEQ to SEQ 
such that (a) (T G r implies F (0) G F(z), and (b) content (F(a)) = ((j, x) ( 1 d 
j d 1 CT! A x E content (a)} u { (0, x) I x d ) cl}. Let f be a recursive function such that, 
for all i, Wf(i) = {xl (1,x) E Wi>. Let M’(a) =f(M(F (c))). It is easy to see that if 
M N*TxtBc*-identifies 9, then M’, TxtBc*-identifies 2”. But this is not possible 
(Theorem 5). Thus, Y$N*TxtBc*. 0 
However, 
Theorem 17. For all j E N, a E N u {*} In*TxtEx” E ImjTxtEx2”. 
Proof. Suppose M is given. We construct M’ such that In*TxtEx”(M) G 
ImjTxtEx2”(M’). Without loss of generality assume that M is rearrangement indepen- 
dent. Let majority be a function such that, for all sequences g1 g2. . . , g1 of grammars, 
majority (gi, g2. . . ,gJ is such that Wmajority(g,g,, ,sl) = {X I card({i I 1 < i d 1 A 
x E w,,>, >w. 
Let T be a j-imperfect information sequence for L E In*TxtEx”(M). Zf a = *, then 
let k = 2j + 1, else let k be such that k. a <(k/2 - j)(2a + 1). (i.e., we choose k large 
enough to ensure the bound on the number of errors later). Let u0 <n, <n, < 
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... < nzk_ 1 be such that the following is satisfied (where Si = content(T [nil)). 
tvi <k) C<S2i+l - s2i, 2’n2i+l ) is a stabilizing sequence for M 
on content (T) - SJ 
We claim that such no, . . , , nzk_ 1 exist. To see this let s be so large that content - 
content (T [s]) E L. Now for any n > s, there exists an n’ such that (content (T (n’]) - 
content(T [n]), 2~2’) is a stabilizing sequence for M on content(T) - content(T [n]) 
(since M In*TxtEx”-identifies L). Thus, no, n, , . . . can be easily picked to satisfy the 
requirements above. 
Now we claim that majority(M((S1 - So, 2nI)), M((S, - S2, 2n,)), . . . , 
(S2k_ 1 - S2k_2, 2nzk_ 1 )) is a grammar for a 2a-variant of L. To see this note that for 
each i <k, either M((Szi+l - Szi, 2nzi+ 1)) is a grammar for an a-variant of L, or 
s2i+l - S2i contains an element not in L (otherwise M does not In*TxtEx”-identify 
L). It follows that at least k-j of M((S, -So, 2nI)), M((S, - Sz,2n3)), . . . , 
M((S,,_ 1 - Szk_ 2, nzk_ 1 )) are grammars for an u-variant of L. Thus, major- 
ity(M(G, - So,2n1)), M(<& - S2, 2%)), . . . ,M(G2k-1 - S2k-2, n2k-l>)) is 
a grammar for a 2a-variant of L. (Note that k was chosen large enough to ensure the 
bound on the number of errors committed by majority.) 0 
Corollary 7. For all j, a, In*TxtEx” c NjTxtEx’“. 
Having investigated noisy versus incomplete data, we now turn to the comparison 
of learning from incomplete versus imperfect information sequences. The reader 
should note that only approximate results are known; the exact relationship is open. 
Theorem 18. (Vi E N+)[In3’-‘Ex - Im”Ex* # 81, 
Proof. Consider the following collections of functions %‘i, for i E N: %i = { fe 9 1 the 
following hold: 
1. max({f(x)(x E N}) < co. 
2. Let S = {xJcard({ylf(y) >f(x)}) 6 3i); 
2a. card(S) = 3i; 
2b. (vx E S) Cmax(w& < 03 A (P,,wv~,~~) =fl. 
(Note: S above represents the 3i points where f has the largest values.) 
1 
It is easy to see that %‘i E In3’-’ Ex. We show that %?1 $Im’Ex*. The proof can easily 
be generalized to establish %‘i$Im2’Ex*. 
Suppose by way of contradiction, machine M Im2Ex*-identifies V1. Then by the 
operator recursion theorem, there exists a recursive l-l increasing p, p(O) > 1, such 
that W,,., and ‘pP(.) may be defined as follows. 
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Let p(2) E IV,,,,. Let (~~(~~(0) = cp,,,,(l) = (~,,~,(2) = p(O). Let x, denote the largest 
x such that (pP&) is defined before stage s. Let go be such that content (rro) = 
{(&P(I)), (l,~(o)), (2,~(0))). Go to stage 0. 
Stage s 
1. Enumerate p(s + 3) m IV’,,,,. 
For 1 < x < x,, let (P,,(~+&) = (Pi&). 
Let CP~~~+~~(O) = (P~(~+&~ + I) = (P~(~+~)(x, + 2) = p(l). 
Let x = x, + 2. 
2. Dovetail steps (3)-(5) until step (3) or step (4) succeeds. If step (3) succeeds (before 
step (4) does, if ever) then go to step (6); if step (4) succeeds (before step (3) does, 
if ever) then go to step (7). 
3. Search for an n > x, + 3 such that M(a,o(x, + 3,0)0(x, + 4,O)o ... o (n,O)) # 
W,). 
4. Search for a y > x, + 3 such that (PM(_)(y)1 = 0. 
5. Go to substage 0. 
Substage s’ 
Let x = x + 1, ~~(~+~)(x) = 0. 
Go to substage s’ + 1. 
End substage s’. 
6. For n as found in step (3) let 
(Pi = 0, x, < x d n and 
fs - (T,o(x, + 3,0)0(x, + 4,O)o ... o(n,O)o(x, + 1,0)0(x, + 2,O). Sil - 
Go to stage s + 1. 
7. For y as found in step (4) let 
(PP(Z)(X) = 1, x, < x d y. 
OS+1 = 0,0(x, + 1,l)o ... o(y, 1). 
Go to stage s + 1. 
End Stage s. 
Now consider the following cases: 
Case 1: AEl stagesfinish. In this case, letf= ‘pPc2) E Vr. Let G = users. Clearly, G is 
a 2-imperfect information sequence forf(f(0) has been changed from p(0) to p(l) in 
the information sequence G). 
Case la: M on G changes its mind injinitely often. In this case, M does not 
Im2Ex*-identifyf: 
Case lb: M on G converges. In this case, the only way in which infinitely many 
stages can exist is by execution of step (7) infinitely often. But, then, (am is infinitely 
different fromf: Thus, M does not Im2Ex*-identifyf: 
Case 2: Stage s starts but does notjnish. In this case, let f = ‘pPcs+ 3j E %?r. Now, on 
G = os o (x, + 3,0) o (x, + 4,0) o . . , a 2-imperfect information sequence forf, M con- 
verges to M(o,), and, for all but finitely many x, (Pi # 0. Thus, M does not 
Im2Ex*-identify5 
The above cases imply that M does not Im2Ex*-identify Vi. 0 
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The above proof can easily be modified to prove Theorem 19. We omit the 
details. 
Theorem 19. (V’i, j E N) [In3’-‘Ex - Im”Bcj # 01. 
Theorem 20 suggests that Theorem 18 is nearly “optimal”. As already mentioned, 
the exact relationship between identification criteria for incomplete and imperfect 
information sequence is still open. 
Theorem 20. (V’i, j E IV) [In4’Exj c Im2”ExZj]. 
Proof. Suppose machine M In4’Exj-identifies %‘. Without loss of generality, let M be 
rearrangement independent (thus we can assume that M is given a finite set and length 
as its input). We construct M’ which Im2’Ex2j-identifies %?. Let G be a 2i-imperfect 
information sequence forf E V. We assume that for no x, y and z such that y # Z, both 
(x, y) and (x, z) appear in content(G) (we can assume this since from a 2i-imperfect 
information sequence for any total function J; we can effectively construct a 2i- 
imperfect information sequence satisfying this property; F as described in Theorem 14 
does this). 
Let It1 <nZ < “’ < flZif2, s, p, xl,&, . . . >Xj.card(P), yl,y2, . . . Tyj.card(P) &xi- 
cographically least, if such exist) be such that card(S) < i and conditions (AHD) are 
satisfied. 
(A) (V k 1 1 < k < i + 1) (V’s’ E content(G [nzk_ 1]) 1 card(S’) < i) [(content(G [nzk]) 
- S - S’, 2. nzk) is a stabilizing sequence for M on content(G) - S - S’]. 
(B) P = {M((content(G[nzk]) - S - S’, 2. nzk))l(l < k < i + l)r\(S’ z content 
(G[n2k- J)) A (card(S) < i)}. 
(C) {xl(3k~EP)C~k(x)J #cPl(x)LI) C (~19x29 . . ..Xj.card(P)}. 
(D) For all k E P, card({l) qk(xi) # y,, 1 d 1 < j.card(P)}) <j. 
Let Prog be a recursive function such that 
(PPros (P, x1, . . . . y,, . . ..w 
if x = xk for some k 
then output y, 
else 
Search for p E P such that rp,(x)J 
output q,(x) for first such p found 
endif 
end 
Clearly, if there exists ill <nZ < ... < nzi+ 2, S, P, xl, ._. ,y,, . . . such that (AHD) 
are satisfied then M’ can find the lexicographically least such values (in the limit) and 
thus output, on G, Prog(P, xl, . . . ,yl, . . . ) in the limit. 
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We first argue that there exist such nl, n2, . . . ,S, . . . , P, x1, . . . ,yl, . . . . We then 
argue for such nl, . . . , S, P, x1, , . . ,y,, . . . , (pp~og(p,x,, , y,, ) = ‘j$ This would prove 
the theorem. 
We first show that such Sl, . . . , n,, . . . , P, x1, . . . ,yl, . . . exist. Consider any 2i- 
imperfect information sequence G forf, such that for no x, y, z such that y # z does 
(x, y) and (x, z) both are in content(G). This implies that there are at most i elements 
(x, y) in the information sequence such that f(x) # y. Let S = ((x, y) 1 (x, y) E con- 
tent(G) A f(x) # y}. Now since M In4’Exj-identifiesf, for all S’ of cardinality at most i, 
M on any information sequence for content(G) - S - S’ converges to a program 
which computes a j-variant of f: Thus there exist appropriate 
fll, ... , p, x 1, ... 7y1, ... satisfying (AHD). 
We now show that for such S, nl, . . . , P, x1, . . . ,yl, . . . (pproy~p,x,, .,, ,YI, .., ) = 2jjI 
Clearly, for any P E P, card({x I (P~~~~(P,~,. . ,,,, ) (4 f cp&)U) Gj. Thus our proof 
will be complete if we can prove that there is at least one program in P which 
computes a j-variant for J Now for any k such that 1 d k < i + 1, S’ c con- 
tent(G[n,,_ 1]) such that card(S) d i, we have (content(G[n,,]) - S - S’, 
2. nzk) is a stabilizing sequence for M on content(G) - S - S’. Thus, either 
(M((content(G[n2J) - S - S’,2.n2k))(S’ E content(G[n2,_l]) A card(S’) d i} 
contains a program which computes a j-variant offor there exists a noisy element in 
content(G[n2J) - content(G[nzk_ 1]) (otherwise, M does not In4’Exj-identify f). 
Since there are at most i noisy elements in G, there must exist a k such that 
(M((content(G[n2J) - S - S’, 2.n2,J)\ S’ E content(G[n2k_l]) A card(S’) d i} con- 
tains a program which computes a j-variant forf: 17 
A slight modification of the above proof can be used to show that 
Theorem 21. (Vi, j E N) [In4’+ ‘Exj c Im*” ‘Ex’j]. 
Theorems 20 and 21 can actually be improved slightly to give 
Theorem 22. 
(vi,j EN: i 2 1) (vk E (0, 11) [Inmax((3i,4i-Z})+kEXj 5 Im2i+kEXj+min((j,2i-l))]. 
We omit the proof of the above theorem. Note that the language learning analogue 
of the proof of Theorem 20 does not work since there is no corresponding procedure 
for prog and there is no limit effective way to check the analogue of conditions (C) 
and (D). 
Theorem 23. In*Ex - [Im*Ex* t_/ (Jj ..Im*B&] # 8. 
Proof. For any f E B?, we describe a function f as follows: 
Let pf = MinProg(f). 
For j <pf, let errj = min({x 1 qj(x) #f(x)}). 
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For x < (pf, (err,, err,, err2, . . . , err,,- 1>>, letf’((0, x)) = 1. 
For x 3 (ps, (err,, errl, err,, . . , erri,,- 1 >>, let f’((O, x>) = 0. 
For k Z 1, x EN, letf’((k, x)) =f(x). 
Let%={f’lf~%‘}.N p ow roceeding in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 12, 
it can be shown that (8 E Io*Ex - [Im*Ex*u lJjGNIm*Bc’]. We leave the details to 
the reader. q . 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we considered the effect of three types of inaccuracies in the input data. 
We showed several hierarchies and tradeoff results based on the three different kinds 
of inaccuracies. It is open to exactly characterize the relationship between the 
identification criteria based on imperfect and incomplete data (for both function and 
language identification). We showed partial, nearly optimal results, in this direction. It 
is also open whether N*TxtEx - In’TxtRc* is empty or not. 
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